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Software Worlds and the First Amendment:
Virtual Doorkeepers in Cyberspace
M. Ethan Katsht
"The software revolution hasn't begun yet; but it will soon."'
- David Gelernter

"[B]efore the Law," wrote Franz Kafka, "stands a doorkeeper. 2 Thus begins the famous parable in The Trial,3 in which a
"man from the country"4 seeks justice and approaches the law,
only to find a doorkeeper barring his way. There is an air of
mystery to the doorkeeper. The doorkeeper denies admission
without explanation and with little indication of when or whether
he might permit entry in the future. The "man from the country,"
who assumes that law "should be accessible to every man and at
all times,"5 is perplexed and frustrated. Yet, the doorkeeper
remains unresponsive, and the man waits, spending years, indeed the rest of his life, hoping, albeit unsuccessfully, to gain
access.
The doorkeeper, of course, is Kafka's metaphor or symbol for
many different forces that keep citizens at a distance from law
and justice. Architecture that is intimidating, costs that are
significant, and knowledge systems that are complex can be
considered doorkeepers that may interfere with the assertion of
rights and the just resolution of disputes. Physical distance that
makes obtaining legal information inconvenient or burdensome6
t B.A. New York University, 1967; J.D. Yale Law School, 1970. Professor of Legal
Studies, University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.
Internet address:
Katsh@legal.umass.edu. Co-director, Online Ombuds Office (http'/www.ombuds.org). I am
most grateful to Lexis/Nexis for access provided to Lexis and to the West Publishing Co.
for access to Westlaw.
David Gelernter, Mirror Worlds, or the Day Software Puts the Universe in a
Shoebox... How it Will Happen and What it Will Mean 8 (Oxford University Press,
1991).
2 Franz Kafka, The Trial 267 (Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., E.M. Butler rev definitive ed,
Willa Muir and Edwin Muir trans, 1956).
Id at 267-78.
Id at 267.
Id at 268.
See, for example, Planned Parenthoodv Casey, 505 US 833 (1992).
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can be viewed as a doorkeeper. Administrative regulations,
intricate court procedures, and the legal profession itself often
serve as doorkeepers by keeping citizens at a distance from and
away from direct contact with the law.
In Kafka's parable, the doorkeeper serves only to exclude.
Doorkeepers, however, typically have dual functions--excluding
some and admitting others. For example, architecture that is
formal and intimidating may also foster respect for judicial
authority and thereby promote the use of law. Complex knowledge systems may, if one becomes familiar with them, be powerful and efficient systems for finding information. Lawyers, while
a barrier of entry at many times, can, at other times, be a means
for moving the doorkeeper aside and obtaining entrance.
Users of informational systems, like users of the law, encounter a variety of doorkeepers, some of which enhance their
communicative abilities and some of which diminish them.
Among the most basic of informational doorkeepers are the
media on which we rely to communicate and work with information. Different media require users to have different skills and
resources, which may affect the ease, speed, and cost of accessing
information, distributing information, and preserving information. Writing, for example, is a potent method for storing and
communicating ideas, but it requires users to be literate. Similarly, printing "opened" up many opportunities for both authors and
readers,' but due to the costs associated with printing, also
"closed" the market for many individuals and small groups.
The First Amendment has not been very concerned with
media-related doorkeepers. For example, the inability of an
individual to employ a particular medium because of a lack of
education or economic resources is generally not a First Amendment concern. The Amendment does not enforce a right of reply,9
Numerous forms of state regulation might have the incidental effect of increasing the cost or decreasing the availability of medical care, whether for abortion
or any other medical procedure. The fact that a law which serves a valid purpose, one not designed to strike at the right itself, has the incidental effect of
making it more difficult or more expensive to procure an abortion cannot be
enough to invalidate it. Only where state regulation imposes an undue burden
on a woman's ability to make this decision does the power of the State reach
into the heart of the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause.
Id at 874.
See Nils Christie, Conflicts as Property, 17 British J Criminology 1 (1977).
8 Elizabeth Eisenstein, 1 The Printing Press as an Agent of Change 71-80 (Cambridge University Press, 1979).
' Miami HeraldPublishingCo. v Tornillo, 418 US 241 (1974) (holding that a right to
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a right of access,1" a right of distribution,"

or a right to

know," as much as it frees those who already have media access from governmental restraint and interference. The
Amendment is highly concerned with official or governmental
doorkeepers, but much less concerned with private or technological doorkeepers. 3 Its purpose may be to encourage a "marketplace of ideas,"" but economic and media-related factors that
inhibit the marketplace from expanding tend not to be categorized as First Amendment issues.
Looked at in this way, some might view the First Amendment itself as a doorkeeper rather than as a tool or means that is
used to combat other doorkeepers. Citizens, like the man from
the country, often assume that doorkeeping at any level is inconsistent with the First Amendment, that their individual right is
and should be controlling over the authority of a doorkeeper, that
an "open door" policy is more compatible with the First Amendment than a filtering doorkeeper policy. In some instances, such
as in cases of prior restraint, 5 the First Amendment does appear to refuse to play the role of doorkeeper. In other situations,
however, the doorkeeper role seems applicable.
This Article focuses on several First Amendment implications of a changing of the guard. It points out that the doorkeeper role is not totally alien to the First Amendment. Indeed, the
doorkeeper metaphor is an appropriate starting point for a
discussion of new technologies because, as will be described
below, it is about roles and relationships, about barriers of entry
reply statute violates the First Amendment because it intrudes into the editor's function).
10

See, for example, Houchins v KQED, Inc., 438 US 1, 15 (1978) (holding "neither the

First Amendment nor the Fourteenth Amendment mandates a right of access to government information or sources of information within the government's control.").
" Lovell v City of Griffin, 303 US 444 (1937) (holding that an ordinance relating to
distribution and not to publication could violate the First Amendment).
1 David M. O'Brien, The Public'sRight to Know: The Supreme Court and the FirstAmendment 28-29 (Praeger Publishers, 1981) (explaining that the public's right to know as an
enforceable right against the government was not given serious attention by the Framers
and did not become an important and hotly debated issue until the middle twentieth
century).
3 Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v FCC, 395 US 367 (1969) (holding that applying the
fairness doctrine to radio broadcasts is constitutional).
" Id at 390 (stating "[iut is the purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an
uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail. . ").
15 Near v Minnesota, 283 US 697 (1931) (finding that statute at issue imposed an unconstitutional restraint upon publication); New York Times Co. v United States, 403 US
713, 714 (1971) (holding that government did not meet its "heavy burden of showing
justification" for imposing a prior restraint (quoting Organization for a Better Austin v
Keefe, 402 US 415, 419 (1971)).
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and the exercise of power, and about the expectation and reality
of opportunities for expression. It suggests, as well, various
questions, such as whether our doors are multiplying and expanding and whether the authority of the doorkeeper is eroding
or being reinforced. The emergence of a digital world transforms
the doorkeeper model not only as new doors are created, but also
as the role and power of the doorkeeper shifts. This is relevant to
the First Amendment since the First Amendment is not simply a
doctrine or set of rules, but a system which interacts with the
communications environment of which it is a part.
Central to the following discussion is the concept of "software
worlds" and the role of software in structuring the online environment. The movement from a print-dominated media environment to an electronic environment is, in many ways, a movement
from a hardware world to a software world, from media that are
physical in nature to media that have the weight of electrons.
Part I of this Article discusses the nature and role of software as
a controlling variable in cyberspace. Software is a shaper, and a
principal doorkeeper, of the online environment. It provides a
new model and regime of time and space, giving us new spaces in
which to work and new expectations concerning speed and duration. This section directs attention not at particular software
programs, but at the great power of software to frame the digital
environment in which many are spending large parts of both
their professional and personal lives.
Part II examines two forces of change that link the softwarestructured world to the First Amendment. The first of these
concerns the impact of a software world on conditions of time and
space. Software expands informational capabilities by overcoming
temporal and spatial constraints that previously limited the use
and communication of information in the physical world. As
software does this, however, it also disrupts part of the existing
First Amendment model for regulating expression since the
Amendment restricts some expression in the physical world by
controlling access to places or by restricting when information
can be communicated.1 6 This accepted model of time-and-place
regulation, however, does not migrate easily to cyberspace.
Doorkeepers who have found support in the temporal or spatial
dimensions of the physical world will have little authority in the
online world. For the First Amendment, this raises a number of

16 Geoffrey R. Stone, Content-Neutral Restrictions, 54 U Chi L Rev 46, 47-50 (1987).
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issues concerning links between content-oriented and contentneutral models of regulation.
The second force for change involves another facet of First
Amendment jurisprudence linked to space and distance. An underlying premise of First Amendment jurisprudence is that of
separate and independent entities operating in the "marketplace
of ideas." Cyberspace, however, is a place where software determines the separations that exist. A software world is a world
where entities can be made either to appear to be separate or to
overlap, interconnect, and interact in ways that are not possible
or feasible in the physical world. Familiar institutions, such as
newspapers and libraries, that are also often at the center of
First Amendment controversies, are being redefined and transformed in the online environment in ways that raise questions
about the meaning of these very terms. Software worlds are
about forming novel relationships, but this also challenges traditional relationships and boundaries that underlie how we conceive of the information marketplace.
I. SOFTWARE WORLDS

The following analysis may, in the eyes of some, somewhat
exaggerate the influence of software in determining the nature of
the electronic environment. Software and hardware work together, and it may be artificial to focus exclusively on one. I do so
primarily to highlight the nature of software and its significance
to users. Discussions of computers in the popular press tend to
focus either on hardware issues, such as the number of transistors in a particular chip, or on particular software applications,
such as word processors and spreadsheets. This Article is less
concerned with either hardware configurations or software applications than with the role and function of software and the powerful capabilities and challenges that it provides to policy makers
and those interested in the future of the First Amendment.
Software operationalizes and gives meaning to the processing
power that hardware provides. Keyboards, monitors, mice, modems, disk drives, speakers, and other examples of hardware
play a role in enhancing the users' comfort and efficiency. Without software, however, the screen would be barren, meaningless,
and unusable. Software determines what we interact with, how
the screen appears, and what options users have. Software can
restrict access to information by requiring a password, or it can
facilitate access by employing an easy to use and reinforcing
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interface. Whether a program is "user friendly" is largely a
function of software.
Software builds on hardware in a fashion that has some
similarities to the manner in which the designers of physical
spaces build on the properties of the materials used to construct
the physical space. Software overlays and interacts with hardware, instructing it to perform in ways that are consistent with
the hardware's capabilities, such as the speed at which certain
processes occur. Yet, changing software is not simply changing
what is on the surface. If a comparison to the physical world is
necessary, one might say that the software designer is the architect, the builder, and the contractor, as well as the interior decorator. Software determines structure as well as appearance.
In a most interesting recent book, architect William Mitchell
underscores the influence of software by labeling cyberspace a
"city of bits." 7 He writes that in such a "place"
code is the Law. The rules governing any computerconstructed microworld-of a video game, your personal
computer desktop, a word processor window, an automated teller machine, or a chat room on the network-are precisely and rigorously defined in the text of
the program that constructs it on your screen. Just as
Aristotle, in The Politics, contemplated alternative constitutionsfor city-states (those proposed by the theorists
Plato, Phaleas, and Hippodamos, and the actual
Lacedaemonian, Cretan, and Carthaginian ones), so
denizens of the digital world should pay the closest of
critical attention to programmed polity. Is it just and
humane? Does it protect our privacy, our property, and
our freedoms? Does it constrain us unnecessarily or
does it allow us to act as we may wish? 8
That software can determine the nature of what one sees on the
screen and that software can define the appearance of cyberspace
is important because it means that change can come about merely by writing or rewriting lines of code. To upgrade a segment of
the interstate highway system requires trucks, paving equipment, and much that is tangible. To build a physical library requires investment in a physical space and suitable building materials, as well as books. Upgrading of the "information superhigh-

'7

William J. Mitchell, City of Bits: Space, Place, and the Infobahn (MIT Press, 1995).
Id at 111.
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way" or expanding a digital library may require improvements in
hardware but considerable improvement can occur just through
rewriting software.
To a considerable extent, networks really are what software
allows them to be. The Internet is not a network but a set of
communications protocols that allows information to flow among
many different networks. The often-heard statement that the
Internet is a network or set of networks 9 suggests that the
Internet is hardware. More accurately, however, the Internet is
software. Similarly, the World Wide Web is not anything tangible. It is client-server software that permits machines linked to a
network to share and work with information on any of the connected machines. The nature of the hardware which links one to
the network will establish a range of capabilities, but whether
text or image or sound appears on the screen is software-generated, not hardware-generated. It is for this reason that, as computer scientist Phil Anderson observed, "[u]nless you solve the software problem, nothing else matters.""
Because lines of software code determine the range of interaction between user and machine, fewer fixed or permanent arrangements of objects exist in cyberspace than in the physical
world. A piece of software could, of course, be designed to make
change almost as cumbersome as constructing a building. Competitive and economic forces, however, tend to encourage change,
and, since merely writing, implementing, and distributing new
code can cause change, change tends to occur more frequently in
cyberspace than in the physical world. Cyberspace is malleable
because of software. It is also more volatile and less stable than
our physical world, reflecting a different sense of time and duration."
A different relationship with time and space is at the heart
of what is novel about cyberspace. In the "real world," time and
space are ever-present constraints, with the laws of physics frequently limiting many of our desires to do something or be some9 Robert Corn-Revere, New Technology and the First Amendment: Breaking the Cycle
of Repression, 17 Hastings Communications & Entertainment L J 247, 281 (1994); Note,
Put Another Log on the Fire, There's a Chill on the Internet: The Effect of Applying Current Anti-Obscenity Laws to Online Communications, 29 Ga L Rev 1075 (1995).
20 Derek Leebaert, ed, The Future of Software 1 (MIT Press, 1995) (quoting Phil
Anderson).
2 See Ethan Katsh, Cybertime, Cyberspace and Cyberlaw, 1995 J Online Law art 1
(available online at http://warthog.cc.wm.edu/law/ publications/jol/Katsh.html) (discussing
the potential impact of the different meaning of time and space in cyberspace on legal
traditions and concepts).
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where. The list of constraints to which we accommodate ourselves
is significant. We respect the laws of gravity. We understand that
no more than one object can occupy the same place. We recognize
that we can only be in one place at one time and that there are
some places we cannot go to because there is not enough time or
because they are too far away. The role of software operating
upon information in electronic form is to remove constraints of
time and space or at least to allow the user to believe that they
have been overcome. Obviously plane travel and telephones remove some time and place limits but the computer goes far beyond any other technology in removing such limits. As an architect, Michael Benedikt, has written, in cyberspace
the principles of ordinary space and time, can, in principle(!), be violated with impunity. After all, the ancient
worlds of magic, myth, and legend to which cyberspace
is heir, as well as the modern worlds of fantasy fiction,
movies, and cartoons, are replete with violations of the
logic of everyday space and time: disappearances,
underworlds, phantoms, warp speed travel, mirrors and
doors to alternate worlds, zero gravity, flattenings and
reconstitutions, wormholes, scale inversions, and so on.
And after all, why have cyberspace if we cannot (apparently) bend nature's rules there?22
The landscape of cyberspace, its appearance, and its usefulness change not only as hardware changes-as processing power
increases, as words become easier to see on the screen, as color
becomes popular, or as speeds of transmitting data increase-but
also as new software appears that illuminates the space, provides
clarity of direction, and offers feedback and guidance to users.
Software builds on technological developments. It can be. designed to allow and encourage the use of images when images are
appropriate, to recognize common mistakes and suggest solutions, to provide help to users, to welcome users, and to understand and anticipate users' needs.23 It is software, as well, that

Michael Benedikt, ed, Cyberspace: FirstSteps 128 (MIT Press, 1991).
23 A symbiotic relationship exists between software and hardware. Less powerful

hardware, for example, cannot support a monitor that can rapidly show images and text
together in many colors. If hardware supports only slow transmission rates, less incentive
exists to transmit images because images take longer to transmit than text. As hardware
becomes more powerful, however, software can be designed to take advantage of it.
Software that puts images, text, and even animated images on the screen can be a more
effective communicator than text alone and can be a catalyst and motivator for increased
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we can expect to "change more than any other element in the
computer paradigm"2 4 because "[h]ardware provides the paths
that 5information will take, but no substance. The interface is
2
all.
I have suggested elsewhere that the heart of the transition
from print to electronic media involves four core areas: networks,
hypertext, interactivity, and graphical communication. 26 For
each of these four areas, powerful hardware provides the opportunity for change, but in each, it is software that creates the
flexibility and power of cyberspace that is so appealing to users.
A. Computer Networks
Computer networks clearly have a hardware component, but
the manner in which one employs and perceives the network will
depend upon software. As noted earlier, the World Wide Web (the
"Web") is software that allows a user to obtain data from any
other machine running the server software. The software tool
users need to access information on the World Wide Web is called
a browser. Browsers determine how information on the World
Wide Web appears to users and also sets the capabilities of the
user to obtain information in different formats. Files on the
World Wide Web can contain images, text, or sound, but whether
the user of the Web will actually see graphics and sound, or text
alone, depends on the software used.
The Web is a software'world, but so are all networks. The
explosive growth of networks is not simply an outgrowth of the
appearance of high-speed cables or high-speed modems. Rather,
it can be traced to the client-server programs that manage the
flow of data and to new categories of software, such as
groupware, that allow persons in different locations to work together.

use of the technology.
24 Lawrence G. Tesler, Networked Computing in the 1990's, Scientific American 86, 90
(Sept 1991).
25 Edward Rothstein, Between the Dream and the Reality Lies the Shadow. Or is it the
Interface?, NY Times D5 (Dec 11, 1995). See also Brenda Laurel, Computers as Theatre
(Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1991); Brenda Laurel, ed, The Art of Human-Computer
Interface Design (Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1990).
2 Ethan Katsh, Law in a Digital World (Oxford University Press, 1995).
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B. Interactivity
Mass media are largely one-way media. They distribute multiple copies of the same message to many recipients. Print was
the first mass medium, distributing a standardized message to
large numbers of persons.27 Computerized communication, particularly networked communication, can be two-way communication. Using a computer and even reading off of a screen is different from reading a page of print because the user of electronic
material is engaged in a continuing process of sending messages
to a local or distant computer and receiving messages back. As
George Gilder has noted, "interactivity, almost by definition, is a
computer function, not a television function."28 Pressing keys is
not the same as turning pages since pressing keys involves a
two-way interaction that has no parallel for the reader of a book.
The computer user may or may not be aware of all the information that is being sent back to the source machine every time
some action is taken. Unlike reading, however, which may
change the reader but does not change the material being read,
the interaction with the computer provides the user with opportunities for a new and much more active and varied role than the
print reader.
The degree of interactivity will vary according to the software that is used. Software determines how the bandwidth provided by hardware is employed and exploited. Well-designed
software anticipates the needs and actions of users and can learn
from users' mistakes. Software determines what kind of feedback
is provided to the sender of messages. Software can impose conditions, set limits, and control the options as well as the behavior
of users. Due to software, unlike the print document which remains the same as when it was printed, electronic documents can
be or become different things to different people.
C. Graphics
In its short history, the personal computer has evolved from
a machine oriented around text and numbers to a multimedia
machine that supports working with images and sounds in addition to words and numbers. The emergence of multimedia machines has paralleled the development of increasingly powerful

2 Elizabeth Eisenstein, 1 The PrintingPress As An Agent of Change 80 (Cambridge

University Press, 1979) (cited in note 8).
28 George Gilder, Life after Television, Updated, Forbes ASAP 94, 99 (Feb 23, 1994).
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hardware platforms. The reason for this is that files of sounds
and pictures tend to be much larger than files of text or numbers.
It takes more processing power to place an image on a screen
than it does to place lines of text on a screen. The more powerful
the hardware,
therefore, the faster images will appear on
29
screen.

The key element in the computer's wide-ranging capabilities
for working with words, images, and sound together is that information exists in electronic form. Print is stable and permanent,
and this, indeed, has been one of its virtues. Printed data exists
as ink on paper. Once words are printed on a page, they stay
there and do not change form. It is not easy to imagine a book
that, as it is opened, somehow changes how the letters look. This
is, however, almost exactly the kind of transformation that does
often occur with electronic data. Much software today gives users
the capability to change the typeface that appears on the screen
and to individualize size and color as well.
Electronic data is not stored as we see it on screen, as text or
image. It is stored as electronic impulses, or as a collection of
zeroes and ones, and only at the last moment is it transformed
into something that human sense organs can understand. Because of the manner in which electronic data is stored and processed, software is necessary to transform it into something recognizable to the eye or ear. Letters and pictures are not simply
hiding on a disk in some superminiaturized form. Their existence, at all times other than when they appear on the screen, is
in some other kind of configuration.
Storing data as electronic impulses or as a set of binary
numbers opens up enormous possibilities for interacting with and
transforming the data. With print, one can cut up the page or,
with copying machines today, one can make copies of it. But
pictures stay pictures, and words stay words. It may be difficult
to comprehend how a computer can turn a picture into
words-but that is because we think of data as pictures and
words, as they exist in print, as something tangible and fixed. If
we were more cognizant of the fact that numbers, letters, and
images can all be encoded in electronic form, the flexibility that
is inherent in the digital form would be more apparent to us.
Some of this flexibility is apparent today when spreadsheet
users, simply by pressing a button, can display a column of numbers as a bar graph, pie chart, or some other image that may
Katsh, Law in a Digital World at 145-52 (cited in note 26).
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communicate meaning more clearly than a list of numbers. If
they do not like the shape or appearance of one kind of graph,
they can press a different key and see the data refashioned into a
different kind of graph. Software can be designed to add more
choices, to add a musical accompaniment, or to add an animated
graphic to text or numbers. In other words, once data is in electronic form it assumes a chameleon-like quality that is unattainable with information fixed in print on a page. It is software that
takes a particular file and turns it into an image on screen rather than into text or sounds. It is software that provides the tools
for us to choose the format that can most effectively present a
message.
D. Hypertext
Books have beginnings and endings, and the author sets out
a preferred route for proceeding from beginning to end. As J.
David Bolter has written, "the book is a physical unit; its pages
are sewn or glued together and then bound into a portable whole.
Should not all the words inside proceed from one unifying idea
and stand in the same rhetorical relationship to the reader?"3 °
There is no guarantee that the reader will take the route laid out
by the author, but the book's existence as a physical object in
space makes it fairly likely the reader will follow that route.
Hypertext is an extension of the interactive capabilities of
the electronic media. Interaction implies that there are choices
one makes while using electronic information. In reading this
journal, for example, you probably have turned the pages sequentially, moving from beginning to end or at least from the beginning of one article to the end of the article.
Hypertext or hypermedia is information on screen that is
arranged so as to allow the user or reader to move through it or
beyond it in a variety of ways. 3' It is software that provides new
30

Jay David Bolter, Writing Space: The Computer, Hypertext, and the Historyof Writ-

ing 7 (Erlbaum Associates, 1991).
31 See George P. Landow, Hypertext: The Convergence of Contemporary Critical
Theory and Technology (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992); Theodor H. Nelson,
Literary Machines (self-published, 3rd ed 1981); David R. Johnson, Building and Using
Hypertext Systems, 17 Law Practice Management 28 (May-June 1991); Ronald W. Staudt,
Legal Mindstorms: Lawyers, Computers and Powerful Ideas, 31 Jurimet J 171 (1991);
Edward Barrett, ed, Text, Context, and Hypertext: Writing With and for the Computer
(MIT Press, 1988); Edward Barrett, ed, The Society of Text: Hypertext, Hypermedia and
the Social Construction of Information (MIT Press, 1989); Pamela Samuelson and Robert
J. Glushko, Intellectual Property Rights for Digital Library and Hypertext Publishing
Systems, 6 Harv J L & Tech 237 (1993).
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tools for users to navigate through text and to use a text in ways
that were not possible or were extremely cumbersome with print.
Theodor Nelson coined the term "hypertext" and defined it as
"non-sequential writing."32 It is text that allows a reader at an
interactive screen to access information by choosing pathways
connected by links.
Whether a computer user will be able to interact with computers and machines located elsewhere certainly requires hardware with particular capabilities, but the extent to which the
user will enjoy interactivity, graphics, and hypertext largely
depends upon the software that is available to the user. It is
software that is primarily responsible for users encountering an
informational environment that is quite different from the fixed,
linear, black and white, and unidirectional communications environment of print.
II. FORCES OF CHANGE
In a software world, a linked world where the doorkeepers of
time and space are of diminishing influence, barriers to communication fall and opportunities for communication increase. The
popularity of e-mail, for example, is partly due to the ability of
users to engage in a conversation that is largely independent of
time and space. Somewhat similarly, World Wide Web sites are
open at all times and accessible from all places. In such an environment, where the placement of information on a server may
represent both publication and distribution, costs and logistical
constraints associated with physical distribution over great distances or the manufacture of physical objects over time are largely eliminated.
The lifting of economic and technological limits on many
informational activities contributes to several First Amendment
goals. More speech and cheaper speech both expand and energize
the marketplace of information. The power of government to
obstruct expression, the principal concern of the framers of the
First Amendment, is reduced as national boundaries become
increasingly irrelevant as obstacles to communication. In addition, as electronic copying and communication increase, prior
restraint becomes a largely unthinkable option.33 The new techNelson, Literary Machines at Introduction (cited in note 31).
The new technologies, like changes in law, have "moved the 'no prior restraints'
doctrine into functional obsolescence." Lucas A. Powe, Jr., The Fourth Estate and the Constitution: Freedom of the Press in America 141 (University of California Press, 1991).
32
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nologies, as a consequence, even if they do not raise the quality
level of discourse, ' are viewed often as being an ally of the First
Amendment."5
Although the new media may be less controllable than the
old and may remove many of the bottlenecks which previously
served to limit individual and group expression, these are not
their only effects. Media should be viewed in functional terms, as
tools that change behavior, but should not be viewed only in
functional terms. Shifting relationships with time and space open
up opportunities for communication and contribute to the realization of many First Amendment goals--quite beneficial consequences of an electronic environment. They also, however, raise
several concerns and challenge some facets of the First Amendment model currently in place.
A. Cyberspace, the First Amendment, and the Content-Neutral
Model
First Amendment jurisprudence has evolved a two-tiered
approach to regulation in which the government may prohibit
some categories of low-level speech 6 and in which it may ban
some expression if it does so in a content-neutral manner.37 If
expression involves fighting words" or obscenity,39 for example,
it may be restricted and not violate the First Amendment. If
expression is too loud4 or interferes in some other way with
someone's enjoyment of their property,4 1 it, too, may be banned,
but only if the restriction is framed in a particular way.'
' Ronald K L. Collins and David M. Skover, The First Amendment in an Age of
Paratroopers,68 Tex L Rev 1087, 1088 (1990) (examining the impact of television on the
quality of public discourse).
" See M. Ethan Katsh, The Electronic Media and the Transformation of Law 113-67
(Oxford University Press, 1989).
3 Geoffrey R. Stone, Content-Neutral Restrictions, 54 U Chi L Rev 46, 47-48 (1987)
(cited in note 16).
SId at 48.
Brandenburgv Ohio, 395 US 444, 447 (1969) (stating that state may forbid speech
"directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and [that) is likely to incite or
produce such action").
" Miller v California, 413 US 15 (1973) (affirming that the First Amendment does
not protect obscene material).
40 Kovacs v Cooper, 336 US 77 (1949); Ward v Rock Against Racism, 491 US 781
(1989).
" Madsen v Women's Health Center, Inc., 114 S Ct 2516, 2524 (1994) (stating that
the constitutionality of a statute prohibiting interference with public access to an abortion
clinic would be assessed under the content-neutral standard set forth in Ward v Rock
Against Racism, 491 US 781, 791 (1989)).
42
[E]ven in a public forum the government may impose reasonable restrictions on
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The two types of regulation of expression, content-oriented
and content-neutral, are usually considered to be independent of
each other. The first allows regulation on the basis of what is
communicated.' The other allows regulation because of how
messages are communicated." One allows regulation because
the value of the speech is so low that it does not meet the threshold of constitutional protection.45 The other assumes that the
content of the message is not a part of what is being regulated.46
In theory, at least, one is not a substitute for, or an alternative
to, the other. Each reduces communication overall, but each
claims to be appropriate only for controversies with certain characteristics. If what is objectionable is a particular kind of content,
the categorical, content-oriented option may be appropriate. If
the challenged speech is a nuisance, content-neutral "time, place,
and manner" regulation may be employed.
As communication in cyberspace increases and as cyberspace
expands because more people are linked to it and more activities
of value take place in it, it is important to recognize that it is not
simply discrete legal doctrines that may be vulnerable. Beyond
the issues of whether old categories are adequate for disputes in
cyberspace 47 or of how they might be applied in cyberspace' is
the challenge to the system or model of First Amendment regulation. As software increasingly defines the space in which communication occurs and as an environment oriented around information in a digital form displaces print culture, will the two-tiered
model be displaced as well?
The most obvious response to this question is that the twotiered model is not easily transportable to cyberspace, or even
needed in cyberspace, because the kinds of disputes that lead to

the time, place, or manner of protected speech, provided the restrictions 'are justified
without reference to the content of the regulated speech, that they are narrowly tailored
to serve a significant governmental interest, and that they leave open ample alternative
channels for communication of the information."' Rock Against Racism, 491 US at 791
(citing Clark v Community for Creative Non-Violence, 468 US 288, 293 (1984)).
Stone, 54 U Chi L Rev at 47 (cited in note 16).
Id at 48.
Id at 47.
46

Id.

See, for example, United States v Baker, 890 F Supp 1375, 1390 (ED Mich 1995)
(stating that "[wihile new technology such as the Internet may complicate analysis and
may sometimes require new or modified laws,[footnote omitted] it does not in this instance qualitatively change the analysis under the statute or under the First
Amendment.").
' See Anne Wells Branscomb, Anonymity, Autonomy, and Accountability: Challenges
to the FirstAmendment in Cyberspaces, 104 Yale L J 1639 (1995).
17
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"time, place, and manner" regulations, a large subset of the content-neutral category, do not arise in a software world. In a software world, spaces are created where "time, place, and manner"
restrictions are irrelevant because time and place are not really
present as they are in the physical world. Those nuisances that
occur in the physical world when different individuals or groups
want to conduct different activities at the same time or in the
same space will not have this problem in cyberspace. Additionally, one cannot restrict "adult" images to a particular corner of
cyberspace because all corners are equally accessible. One cannot
restrict "adult" messages to a particular time period when children might be asleep because cyberspace does not really have
time zones. It is both morning and night in cyberspace at all
times since it is morning in some place and night at some other
place and each of these places has equal access to the Internet.4 9
There is, it might therefore appear, a likelihood of fewer contentneutral conflicts and fewer opportunities to impose content-neutral solutions.
The disappearance of the "time, place, and manner" regulatory model in cyberspace would probably be of little significance if
the model were only used for conflicts that involved time and
place. Fewer of those conflicts are likely to arise in cyberspace,
and therefore, there will be less demand, perhaps even no demand, for the "time, place, and manner" regulatory model. Unfortunately, however, the content-oriented and content-neutral approaches are not as independent as they are assumed to be in
theory.5 ° As the Supreme Court recently recognized, "[d]eciding
whether a particular regulation is content-based or content-neutral is not always a simple task."51 In addition, "[i]n some situations, content-based laws can be converted into content-neutral
laws."5" There are, in other words, some conflicts in which one
has a choice of which route to pursue, and one might select the

9 An illustration of the change in thinking required by a network that is accessible
from anywhere at any time can be found in Clifford Stoll's The Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a
Spy Through the Maze of Computer Espionage (Doubleday, 1989). Stoll, who is trying to
find a hacker who broke into his system, is puzzled by the odd times at which the intrusions occurred. He ultimately realizes that these were only odd times from the perspective
of someone in the United States. For the hacker, who sat at his computer in Germany
during the evening, there was nothing unusual.
50 David S. Day, The Hybridization of the Content-Neutral Standards for the Free
Speech Clause, 19 Ariz St L J 195 (1987).
"' TurnerBroadcasting System, Inc. v FCC, 114 S Ct 2445, 2459 (1994), reh'g denied,
115 S Ct 30 (1994).
52 Stone, 54 U Chi L Rev at 76 (cited in note 16).
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content-neutral choice simply to reduce the overall quantity of
some type of message. In such cases, the categorical approach
might permit a ban at all times and all places, but a contentneutral regulation would represent sufficient, albeit partial, satisfaction, in that the offensive activity is, at least, removed from
one's presence.
One way of looking at the decreased use of "time, place, and
manner" regulations in cyberspace is to see it as narrowing the
range of dispute-resolution alternatives in First Amendment
cases. "Time, place, and manner" regulations, in some instances
at least, served not merely to resolve nuisance-like behaviors
between citizens and groups, but as a means of mediating between community pressure and the demands of the First Amendment. 3 One consequence of the erosion of the "time, place, and
manner" option, at least in the short run, is that a greater focus
is likely to be placed on content-oriented modes of regulation. A
current example is the Communications Decency Act, proposed in
1995 by Senator James Exon,5 4 signed into law in 1996 as part
of the Telecommunications Reform Act, declared unconstitutional
in June 1996,"5 and recently appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
In order to prevent minors from accessing obscene or pornographic images electronically, the Act punishes whoever:
(a)(1)(B) by means of a telecommunications device
knowingly(i) makes, creates, or solicits, and
(ii) initiates the transmission of,
any comment, request, suggestion, proposal, image, or
other communication which is obscene or indecent,
knowing that the recipient of the communication is
under 18 years of age, regardless of whether the maker
of such communication placed the call or initiated the
communication...

See, for example, City of Renton v Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 US 41 (1986).
Communications Decency Act of 1995, S 314, 104th Cong, 1st Sess (Jan 30, 1995)
in 141 Cong Rec S 1953 (Feb 1, 1995).
ACLU v. Reno, 929 F Supp 824 (ED Pa 1996).
'
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(d)(1)(B) uses any interactive computer service to send
to a specific person or persons under 18 years of
age,..
any comment, request, suggestion, proposal,
image or other communication that, in context, depicts
or describes in terms patently offensive as measured by
contemporary community standards, sexual or excretory
activities or organs, regardless of whether the user of
such service placed the call or initiated the communication.5"
What would probably have been a "time, place, or manner" restriction that would have kept many minors at a distance from
pornographic material became, on the timeless and spaceless
Internet, a dispute in which broad restrictions on nonobscene
content were proposed.
The Act's overly broad application and its use of a relatively
indistinct category such as "indecent" expression make it reasonably likely that the lower court's finding of unconstitutionality
will be upheld on appeal. Such a result, however; is not likely to
signal the end of congressional activity in the area of expression
nor the end of content-based regulation. In a software world, the
broad categorical prohibitions employed by the Communications
Decency Act are only one option. At some point, legislators will
recognize the role of software and discover that software can be
employed to provide warning labels57 and to make access to informational resources cumbersome. Legislators will recognize, in
other words, that software can be designed to create spaces that
increase distances as well as reduce distances, that create
doorkeepers as well as remove doorkeepers, and they will be
tempted to impose such software controls. Requiring warning
labels via software will not close down any sources of information
and may not prove to be very workable. It will, however, raise
constitutional questions that may be more difficult than categorical regulation, and the constitutionality of such schemes is likely
to be tested at some point.
Additional constitutional questions are likely to arise with
content-neutral regulations not involving "time, place, and manner" regulations. While "time, place, and manner" regulations
may not be needed in cyberspace, there is likely to be consider-

Communications Decency Act of 1996, Pub L No 104-104, 110 Stat 133 (1996),
amending 47 USC § 223.
17 An Internet resource on rating systems is available at KidCode: The
WWW Rating
System, http'/www-unix.oit.umass.edu/-legal/kidcode.html.
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able activity involving other kinds of content-neutral regulation.
Software worlds, as I have emphasized, enhance communicative
opportunities, encourage personal and professional interactions
online, and lead to the establishment of new relationships and
group -activities. They are characterized by increasingly complex
organizational forms and informational interactions, and it is this
kind of environment that tends to breed both high levels of conflict and attempts to develop standards and regulations that
anticipate conflict and try to set policy.
The new media, in general, foster an environment characterized by increasing levels of complexity and by an accelerated pace
of change. There are both enhanced communicative and economic
opportunities as well as increasing levels of conflict and dispute.
Cyberspace may be an exciting and inviting place, but it is not a
harmonious or tranquil place. Some disputes, particularly the
newsworthy disputes, will involve content, such as pornography
or hate speech, but what may be more commonplace, and perhaps more challenging, will be disputes that, if not settled
online,58 will lead the state to enter the marketplace.
The Supreme Court's most significant recent media case,
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. v FCC,59 did not involve computers, and the main issue in the case, cable television's "must
carry" rules, does not have a parallel in cyberspace. Yet, Turner
can serve as a reminder that it is probably premature to assume
that Congress will be uninvolved in the regulation of online communication. What is noteworthy about Turner is that it was a
case in which a new technology changed a marketplace, created
conflict because traditional practices that had been premised on
territory became obsolete, made existing players vulnerable, and
challenged existing regulations. These are the ingredients of
change generally, and may well be repeated as cyberspace overlays physical space and as software worlds remove many of the
doorkeepers that maintained order and shaped our expectations
and assumptions about how we work with information. The
state's entry into the marketplace was upheld by the Court in
Turner, which found the regulations to fall into the content-neu-

Online dispute resolution is the focus of two projects, the Online Ombuds Office at
http://www.ombuds.org
and the Virtual Magistrate
Project at
http'J/vmag.law.vill.edu:8080. See also Ethan Katsh, Dispute Resolution in Cyberspace U
Conn L Rev (forthcoming, 1996). A set of papers prepared for the National Center for
Automated Information Research's Online Dispute Resolution Conference in May 1996 is
accessible at http://www.law.vill.edu/ncair/disres.
" 114 S Ct at 2445.
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tral area."° It will be interesting to see whether, as cyberspacerelated regulations emerge which are designed to mediate change
and to protect economic interests, the court will also find contentneutral justifications for such regulations.
B. The First Amendment and Vanishing Boundaries
A "software world" is a networked world, a connected world,
a linked world. It is a world where the word "network" evokes
images of wiring and physical linkages but where the brain, if
not the heart, of the network is software, the instruction set that
determines how data flows among machines in many locations. It
is a world where a "firewall" is not a physical object but a doorkeeper consisting of lines of code. It is a world where one's sense
of place depends upon the screen interface that a software developer has designed. It is software that is largely responsible for
the fact that, in the words of Joshua Meyrowitz, "media, like
physical places, include and exclude participants. Media, like
walls and windows, can hide and they can reveal. Media can
create a sense 61of sharing and belonging or a feeling of exclusion
and isolation."
Distance and separation are intertwined with the First
Amendment not only in the "time, place, and manner" model
described earlier, but also in how we envision the nature of the
First Amendment marketplace and conceptualize the principal
entities that are involved most often with the First Amendment.
The metaphor of a "wall of separation" is associated with the
religion clause of the First Amendment,6 2 but it is also a meaningful concept for the speech and press clauses of the Amendment. In the "marketplace of ideas," as it evolved in the print
environment, there were participants with separate and clearly
defined roles and identities. Citizens, publishers, libraries, authors, journalists, and several others populated the marketplace.
Assisting in the definition of at least some of these participants
was the fact that geography and distance and physical structures
helped to reinforce conceptual distinctions. Different institutions
were located in different places. What was part of the public
sector and what was part of the private sector were in different
places and were located in identifiable physical structures.

60 Id at 2469.
" Joshua Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place: The Impact of Electronic Media on Social
Behavior 7 (Oxford University Press, 1985).
2 Reynolds v United States, 98 US 145, 164 (1878).
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The software world encourages not only increasing numbers
of alliances and relationships but novel kinds of relationships
and interactions. These relationships emerge as time and space
do not restrict us to working with those who are close by, or with
those who share our space, or with those who, in some way,
share our time. The inhabitants of cyberspace understand that
virtual institutions can be rearranged in many different ways
and that there is economic value to designing and engaging in
relationships that could not have been formed in the physical
world.
Consider, as a rather simple example of the link between
changing institutional identity and increased potential of First
Amendment conflict, the institution of the library. Physical libraries are spaces administered by librarians, persons whose
expertise lies in organizing and providing access to information
in the library. Physical libraries are distinct spaces. When shelf
space becomes inadequate, physical libraries can grow larger by
building larger physical structures, or they can become more
specialized, focusing on a narrower range of materials.
Digital or online libraries tend to begin by mimicking or
mirroring the physical library. Initially, online or digital libraries
appear to be mainly a convenience by facilitating faster access. It
is quickly realized, however, that a collection's limitations can be
overcome by using hypertext links to the resources of others, and
that resources can be extended and reorganized in ways that are
not possible with physical materials. In a library in which a
World Wide Web home page is the entrance, there are no defined
exits or boundaries other than those that are self-imposed. In
addition, as libraries are linked to users in new ways, they can
provide services to users that, in the past, others may have provided. To their traditional functions, online libraries can add
educational programs and discussion groups, research and publishing ventures, and consulting services. As they do so, the potential for online conflict also increases.
As libraries and other corporate and governmental institutions assume positions in cyberspace, they are transformed not
only because they can perform their traditional functions more
rapidly, but because they discover that there are new opportunities for representing who they are, for organizing their operations, and for defining themselves.63 In a digital world, where
Bruce Caldwell and Jill Gambon, The Virtual Office Gets Real, InformationWeek 32
(Jan 22, 1996).
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new identities can be created by rearranging bits, the marketplace and its participants become not merely more active or larger but, quite possibly, distinctly different in the sense that even
familiar participants are no longer what they once were.
A software world opens up many opportunities for creating
new institutions and new patterns of communication by continuously rearranging the old. There is economic value to changing
one's identity or even to creating multiple identities, to allowing
access to information where there previously was control, and to
considering the boundaries of any institutional activity to be
more fluid than they were before. As already noted, these trends
increase communication and energize the marketplace of information. At the same time, however, these trends will challenge
us since they will be accompanied not only by conflicts related to
relationships experiencing stress but by conflicts that raise questions about a loss of institutional autonomy, about ambiguous
identities, and about lack of clarity in those boundaries that have
served to define institutions in the past.
The map of print culture contained many institutions with
fairly clear boundaries. The map of the online world contains
increasing numbers of groups and institutions whose boundaries
are often overlapping and encroaching and whose identity is
unclear. In a most perceptive recent essay, Dean Randall P.
Bezanson observed that,
We are well into the age of speakerless speech, but
we are only now becoming aware of it. This is because
we have failed to notice it despite its increasing pervasiveness. But now such undeniable examples as automated telemarketing, in which we actually converse
with a computer, make ignorance or indifference impossible.
To have a speaker, speech must have a source, a
human being whose own ideas are spoken. In short, it
needs an author. Once we see that what telemarketing
lacks is not a human voice but instead a human author,
we also see that much speech we take for granted--commercial advertisements, political campaign
messages, statements by corporations and other organizations, professional communications-may also lack an
author (even as it increasingly depends on a human
face and a human voice), and therefore constitutes
"speakerless" speech.
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We understand almost nothing about the implications of this new type of expression, though they are
emerging quietly in disparate quarters.. 64
What, in the past, had largely been activities conducted in separate physical spaces have become activities in shared spaces.
What had been institutions with fairly clear boundaries and
fairly clear roles have become institutions that are interconnected
and dependent upon each other. Expanded and restricted state
control of expression does not seem feasible in an environment
changed by such developments, although it may be true that
"[t]he government's interest in exerting control over information
appears to expand with the growth of technology."65 Rather, it
suggests a volatile, unsettled and unstable information environment, an environment with uncertain and changing roles and
relationships. This kind of environment, where there is growing
complexity and an accelerated pace of change, is an environment
which will breed conflicts that regularly challenge existing standards. We will have more informational transactions, but we will
also have more informational disputes that test, for example,
whether a networked world can provide the same level of support
for such things as editorial independence as the print world did.
Our minds, quite understandably, are still in the print world,
where boundaries are erected easily, where our understanding is
assisted by the presence of physical boundaries, where government is here and the private sector is there. In the software
world, the bits we are all sending are bits that commingle, that
share the same channels, and that move in the same space. At
the core of the First Amendment, however, is the separation of
individuals and institutions from the state. One of the framers'
principal purposes, according to Justice Potter Stewart, was to
provide for "the institutional autonomy of the press."66 Individuals and media institutions, as a result, are assumed to be independent and are guaranteed editorial control over information.
Cyberspace, however, is an intricate space in which we are in
constant contact. It breaks down boundaries and showers us

Randall P. Bezanson, InstitutionalSpeech, 80 Iowa L Rev 735 (1995).
Robert Corn-Revere, New Technology and the FirstAmendment: Breaking the Cycle
of Repression, 17 Hastings Communications & Enter L J 247, 335 (1994) (cited in note
19).
, Potter Stewart, "Or of the Press", 26 Hastings L J 631, 634 (1975). See also Powe,
The Fourth Estate and the Constitution at 260-87 (cited in note 33).
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with benefits once we agree to become part of a space that does
not, in general, respect boundaries.
It is interesting that Turner67 also touches on this issue.
The Court recognized that the "must carry" regulations bore
some similarity to the right-of-reply statute ruled upon in Miami
8 Yet, it refused to find
Herald Publishing Co. v Tornillo."
any
"intrusion on the editorial control of cable operators."69 I do not
suggest that the Court was necessarily wrong, only that
cyberspace, even more than cable television, moves us away from
an arena in which editorial independence is axiomatic. A software world encourages complexity as well as provides new tools
for understanding and exploiting complexity, and that is an environment that may encourage regulation and standard setting of
some form.7"
Cyberspace provides expanded opportunities for personal and
professional relationships. Every new relationship, however,
increases exposure of the individual or institution to the outside.
For the individual, the falling of boundaries and the revealing of
self are at the heart of the challenge the new technologies pose to
individual privacy, and there may be lessons about institutional
independence, autonomy, and identity to be learned from how
perspectives on individual autonomy and identity change.
Jennifer Nedelsky, in a most perceptive essay, has written that
privacy is about human autonomy and that
[w]hat actually makes human autonomy possible is not
isolation but relationship .... The image of the child
developing autonomy teaches us not to mistake interdependence and even dependence as antithetical to autonomy. That image is, of course, very different from and
far more helpful than that of a man securely ensconced
on his property, whose boundaries are well guarded
against intrusion.7 '

67

114 S Ct at 2445.

Id at 2464-65. See also Miami HeraldPublishingCo. v Tornillo, 418 US 241 (1974).
Turner, 114 S Ct at 2464.
70 A pattern of conflict and calls for standard setting due to a changing information
environment is apparent in the controversy over trademarks and domain names. For a
listing of domain name disputes, see http://www.ll.georgetown.edu/lc/
internic/domainl.html. See also Dan L. Burk, Trademarks Along the Infobahn: A First
Look at the Emerging Law of Cybermarks, 1 Richmond J L & Tech 1 (1995) (available
online at http//www.urich.edu/-joltl vlil/burk.html).
71 Jennifer Nedelsky, Law, Boundaries, and the Bounded Self, 30 Representations
162, 169 (1990).
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She adds,
The question here, as always, is whether the focus on
boundaries is the best way for us to understand the
sorts of relationships we want to foster. We associate
privacy so closely with boundary imagery that I expect
a suggestion to abandon boundary will be heard as a
rejection of the concept of privacy itself. That is not my
intention. The concept of privacy captures, illusively,
important values such as people's capacity to decide for
themselves some of the ways they will or will not enter
into relationship with others ....

I think we can best

foster those values by focusing directly on the expressions and patterns of relationship that foster and express respect for people's needs, rather than on "respecting boundaries," which draws our minds away
from relationship ....

Boundaries structure relationships. But they structure them badly, in part because boundary imagery
masks the existence of relationships and their centrality
to concepts like property and privacy. When the dominant metaphors turn our attention away from relationships, we cannot give either the relationships or the
legal concepts that mask them the critical scrutiny they
require. 7
Any essay about the electronic media is about a technology
that challenges physical and conceptual boundaries and that
raises questions about whether it is possible to preserve the same
kind of isolation that was possible in print culture. It is about
media that establish new relationships with information and that
foster new relationships with people and institutions. Print itself
exists discretely in space and relies on margins and boundaries.
Print contributed to privacy in the sense that the print environment intensified the focus on the individual and the concern for
the individual. It provided an image of an individual, reading
silently under the light of a single lamp, that is a symbol of a
person wishing to be "let alone."" Yet, it is also highly significant that print contributed to the "problem" of privacy in the
72 Id at 177-78.

7' Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 Harv L Rev 193,
195 (1890).
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sense that mass distribution of information brought about the
circumstances that led Brandeis and Warren to be concerned
with the issue.7" Print provided us, in other words, with experiences of privacy and also with experiences of invasions of privacy.75 The electronic environment provides us with a new matrix
of experiences out of which new models and perspectives on privacy will emerge.
Printing's contribution to the First Amendment is much
more obvious than its effect on privacy. The press is not only part
of the language of the First Amendment but the "press" is a label
for a whole set of institutions. The printing press is also "our
metaphor for freedom of expression."7 6 Printing provided us novel experiences with communication as well as experiences with
suppression, and new linguistic labels and figures of speech, as
well as law, gradually appeared. The point of this Article has
been to suggest that what looms ahead for the First Amendment
lies less on the front page, to use another print metaphor, than
in the background, in the intersection between fairly novel qualities of the new media and our experiences in using them. The
First Amendment finds itself in a new culture,7 7 one where First
Amendment claims have a "changing texture,"7" one where there
is an expanded range of informational and creative opportunities,
but one where there are also likely to be challenges to our thinking about existing models of regulation.

Privacy law is about one hundred years old and, therefore, is even younger than
copyright law. Its origins lie in a law review article by two Boston lawyers, Louis
Brandeis and Samuel Warren. Brandeis and Warren were concerned with the activities of
the press in seeking information about Warren's family. They considered privacy to be the
"right to be let alone." Id at 195.
7' Katsh, The Electronic Media at 189-97 (cited in note 35).
7' David A. Anderson, Ithiel de Sola Pool's Technologies of Freedom, 17 UC Davis L
Rev 731, 732 (1984) (book review).
77 M. Ethan Katsh, Rights, Camera, Action: Cyberspatial Settings and the First
Amendment, 104 Yale LJ 1681, 1685 (1995).
78 Bezanson, 80 Iowa L Rev at 738 (cited in note 64).

